Red Spirit sharpening steel – the perfect complement

The global market leader in sharpening steels, Friedr. Dick, adds a further product to its extensive range. New to the popular Red Spirit series: a sharpening steel to work with the knives. When creating the Red Spirit series the product designers at Friedr. Dick were inspired by Asian craftsmanship and developed an Asian-style series, "Made in Germany. Produced with maximum precision and traditional manufacturing methods using state of the art production technology, Red Spirit series knives have successfully established themselves in the marketplace.

The effective and striking regular cut ensures smooth resharpening and honing when using the Red Spirit sharpening steel. The symmetrical cuts of the sharpening steel, which are attached with special machines, ensure a uniform sharpening result. Sharpening and honing – now only with the exceptional Friedr. Dick sharpening steel.

High-alloy blades, a stronger electroplated coating, extreme hardness and precisely defined surfaces provide a guarantee of premium quality and a long service life.

The handle in the proven Red Spirit design is made of high-quality plastic, thus meeting all the demands of working in hygienic conditions. The round, typically Asian-inspired handle sits perfectly in your hand and meets all the ergonomic requirements and demands for easy handling.

The Red Spirit sharpening steel has a round, 25 cm long sharpening steel blade with a regular cut and will be available from specialist dealers from September 2016.
Friedr. Dick is the only manufacturer worldwide who offers a complete range of knives, sharpening steels, ancillary items for chefs and butchers as well as grinding machines. The long-standing tradition and experience of manufacturing products for chefs and butchers allow a continuous development of innovative products. Input from customers, especially end users and own ideas are converted into high quality products.
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